To examine the impact of EEG derivations on PSG summary statistics, 3 scorers from different Australian clinical sleep laboratories each scored separate sets of 10 PSGs twice, once using 3 EEG derivations and once using 1 EEG derivation. To examine the impact on inter-and intra-scorer reliability, all 3 scorers scored a subset of 10 PSGs 4 times, twice using each method. All PSGs were de-identified and scored in random order according to the 2007 AASM Manual for the Scoring of Sleep and Associated Events. Using 3 referential EEG derivations during PSG, as recommended in the AASM manual, instead of a single central EEG derivation, as originally suggested by Rechtschaffen and Kales (1968) , resulted in a mean ± SE decrease in N1 sleep of 9.6 ± 3.9 min (P = 0.018) and an increase in N3 sleep of 10.6 ± 2.8 min (P = 0.001). No significant differences were observed for any other sleep or arousal scoring summary statistics; nor were any differences observed in interscorer or intra-scorer reliability for scoring sleep or cortical arousals. Conclusions: This study provides information for those changing practice to comply with the 2007 AASM recommendations for EEG placement in PSG, for those using portable devices that are unable to comply with the recommendations due to limited channel options, and for the development of future standards for PSG scoring and recording. As the use of multiple EEG derivations only led to small changes in the distribution of derived sleep stages and no significant differences in scoring reliability, this study calls into question the need to use multiple EEG derivations in clinical PSG as suggested in the AASM manual. Keywords: Electroencephalography, polysomnography, sleep scoring, cortical arousal scoring, sleep architecture, obstructive sleep apnea, sleep disordered breathing, inter-scorer reliability, intra-scorer reliability, kappa Citation: Ruehland WR; O'Donoghue FJ; Pierce RJ; Thornton AT; Singh P; Copland JM; Stevens B; Rochford PD. The 2007 AASM recommendations for EEG electrode placement in polysomnography: impact on sleep and cortical arousal scoring. SLEEP 2011;34(1):73-81.
IN CLINICAL PRACTICE THE MOST COMMON INDICA-TIONS FOR POLYSOMNOGRAPHY (PSG) ARE INVESTI-GATION AND TREATMENT OF OBSTRUCTIVE SLEEP apnea (OSA)
. For OSA diagnosis the main outcome measures from PSG are: (1) the apnea-hypopnea index (AHI), which is a measure of sleep disordered breathing events (apneas and hypopneas) per hour of sleep, (2) the arousal index (ArI) which is a measure of sleep disruption per hour of sleep and (3) various sleep scoring summary statistics describing sleep quality or sleep architecture (e.g., sleep efficiency). For these measures, scoring of arousals and sleep are not only important in their own right, but they also impact on other measures. For example, total sleep time (TST) is used as the denominator for both the AHI and ArI, and some criteria allow for hypopnea scoring if airflow reduction is accompanied by a cortical arousal. 1 The scoring of sleep and arousals relies on visual inspection of continuous surface electroencephalography (EEG), electromyography (EMG), and electrooculography (EOG) measurements. Rechtschaffen and Kales (R&K), 2 the first consensus-based guidelines for scoring of sleep, recommended recording a minimum of one channel of central EEG (either C 3 /A 2 or C 4 /A 1 ) during PSG. The one-derivation minimum was recommended due to device limitations and because it was thought that regional differences in scalp areas were not critical for sleep scoring. Subsequently, other authors have suggested that regional differences may be important 3 and have recommended the use of more than one EEG derivation. 4 
In agreement with this view the 2007 AASM Manual for the Scoring of Sleep and Associated Events
1 recently recommended the use of 3 standard EEG derivations for scoring of sleep; including frontal, central, and occipital derivations. The evidence review paper underpinning the AASM manual, 5 stated the recommendations follow from the current less restrictive device limitations and from observations in healthy subjects that, although sleep spindles may be generally recorded optimally over central regions, 3, [6] [7] [8] this is not the case for other
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The 2007 AASM Recommendations for EEG Electrode Placement in Polysomnography: Impact on Sleep and Cortical Arousal Scoring sleep scoring features such as K complexes, 3, 9 delta waves, 9, 10 and alpha activity. 11 The review therefore suggested that the use of a single central EEG derivation may lead to sleep scoring inaccuracies. 5 One study comparing sleep scoring using a 2-channel bipolar EEG montage, including a frontal EEG derivation, to a montage including a single central referential EEG derivation as recommended by R&K, suggested a tendency to score more deep sleep with the bipolar montage. 12 There is little data however on how increasing the number of EEG derivations in PSG may impact on sleep scoring summary statistics such as TST, sleep efficiency (SE), sleep latency (SL), REM latency (RL), or time in particular sleep stages. Also, although the above study 12 suggested equivalent inter-scorer reliability of sleep scoring between the 2 configurations, direct comparison of inter-and intra-scorer reliability using R&K vs. AASM recommended electrode placements was not made.
In line with previous recommendations, 13 the 2007 AASM manual 1 recommended that arousal scoring should include information from occipital and central EEG derivations. The associated evidence review paper 14 stated that the number of arousals scored would be expected to be larger using occipital EEG derivations in addition to central EEG derivations. Although to the best of our knowledge, this statement has not been formally evaluated, it has been previously reported that the addition of frontal EEG increases the detection of respiratory-related arousals. 15 In addition, it is yet to be examined whether using multiple compared to a single EEG derivation would lead to any differences in intra-or inter scorer reliability in arousal scoring.
The primary aim of this study was to assess the impact of using a montage including 3 EEG derivations (frontal, central, and occipital) vs. a montage including 1 central EEG derivation on PSG sleep and arousal scoring summary statistics, in a cohort of patients presenting for diagnosis or exclusion of obstructive sleep apnea. A secondary aim was to assess the impact of using 3 vs. 1 EEG derivations on both the intra-and interscorer reliability of sleep and arousal scoring.
METHODS

Patient Selection
This study utilized 30 single-night PSGs sourced during December 2007 and January 2008 from the Royal Adelaide Hospital sleep laboratory in Adelaide, South Australia, from consecutive patients being investigated for clinically suspected OSA. PSGs were not considered if they were being primarily conducted for investigation of other sleep disorders, if they were for research purposes, or if they involved implementation or review of treatment.
PSG Recordings
PSGs were recorded using Compumedics E-series monitoring equipment (Abbotsford, Victoria, Australia), according to the recommendations of the AASM Manual. 1 For EEG, electrodes were placed according to the manual's "recommended" rather than "alternative" derivations. Specifically, the following EEG derivations were recorded: F4/M1, C4/M1, O2/M1, as well as back-up derivations: F3/M2, C3/M2, and O1/M2. The recording configuration also consisted of left and right EOG (alternative AASM placement), ECG, chin EMG, nasal pressure, thermistor, body position, thoracic and abdominal excursion (inductance plethysmography), oxygen saturation via finger pulse oximetry (MasimoSET Radical; Masimo, Irvine, CA), left and right leg movement (piezoelectric sensors), and sound (in-room decibel meter).
PSG Scoring
All PSG scoring was performed manually using Profusion PSG 2 software (Compumedics, Abbotsford, Victoria, Australia), following the recommendations outlined in the 2007 AASM manual, 1 with one exception for arousal scoring outlined below. Sleep and arousal scoring occurred in a single pass of the recorded data. PSGs were either configured to display a montage containing 3 EEG derivations (M 3EEG ) including F4/M1, C4/M1, and O2/M1, or a montage containing 1 EEG derivation (M 1EEG ) at C4/M1. Care was taken to ensure that the display size of all EEG channels was identical regardless of the number of channels displayed, and use of back-up channels was permitted for sections of poor recording quality. The exception to the arousal scoring recommendation in the AASM manual, 1 which states that arousals scoring should incorporate information from central and occipital EEG derivations, was that an arousal could be scored from any of the EEG channels displayed. Additionally, scorers were instructed to mark arousal length accurately and to mark arousals to wakefulness as a 15-second event. To allow characterization of the patient sample, respiratory events were marked in a separate pass of the data, using the 2007 manual's alternative hypopnea definition, which is important to note given the impact hypopnea definition may have on AHI.
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Scorers
Three scorers, from 3 separate Australian clinical sleep laboratories participated in this study; one from the Royal Adelaide Hospital, Adelaide, one from the Austin Hospital, Melbourne, and one from Monash Medical Centre, Melbourne. All scorers participated in intra and inter-laboratory scoring concordance programs and were of varying experience (2 with > 10 y experience; 1 with approximately 1 y experience). Prior to commencement of the study, 2 PSGs were scored by each scorer, and were subjected to epoch-by-epoch and event-by-event inter-scorer reliability analysis. The results of this analysis were presented to the scorers and were used to help identify and correct major discrepancies in scoring interpretation.
Protocol
Each scorer analyzed PSGs 1-10 four times each, twice using M 3EEG and twice using M 1EEG . In addition scorer 2 analyzed PSGs 11-20 twice, once using each method, and scorer 3 analyzed PSGs 21-30 twice, once using each method. Thus overall, scorer 1 performed a total of 40 scorings, and scorers 2 and 3 performed 60 each. For each scorer all PSGs and versions were de-identified and presented in random order to eliminate any order effect, with the exception that no 2 versions of the same PSG were ever presented consecutively. In addition, to avoid study recognition, scorers were instructed not to score more than 5 of these PSGs per week. The time taken to score each PSG was recorded by each scorer. This study was approved by the Austin Health Human Research Ethics Committee.
Analysis
All 30 PSGs were used in examining the impact of EEG derivations on PSG summary statistics. For this analysis, each scorer scored a unique set of 10 PSGs twice, once using M 3EEG and once using M 1EEG . Although in total, PSGs 1-10 were scored 4 times by each scorer to allow assessment of scoring reliability, summary statistics analysis only utilized scorings undertaken by scorer 1, and only 1 version of the 2 available using each method; the version used was determined prior to randomization.
Sleep and arousal scoring summary statistic differences between M 3EEG vs. M 1EEG were tested for significance using paired-sample t-tests. The net sleep stage specific changes in sleep scoring were also reported to improve understanding of differences in sleep summary statistics.
PSGs 1-10 were used in assessment of inter-and intrascorer reliability. Epoch-by-epoch inter-scorer reliability for sleep scoring was assessed using Fleiss' multi-scorer kappa. 17, 18 Event-by-event inter-scorer reliability for arousals was also assessed using multi-scorer kappa modified for continuous measurements. 19 The modification utilizes the proportions of time spent in agreement and disagreement in the continuous time series rather than examining the presence or absence of events in an arbitrarily defined interval. 19 Raw agreement, expressed as percentage agreement 17 for sleep and as proportion of specific agreement for positive ratings (PSA) 18 for arousals, was also presented for comparison. The calculation of PSA takes into account measurement of agreement on the presence but not the absence of an event, and events were considered to match if they overlapped at any time. PSA is interpreted as the probability that if a randomly chosen scorer detects an event, a second randomly chosen scorer would also detect the event. 18 Inter-scorer reliability differences between M 3EEG vs. M 1EEG were compared using paired-sample t-tests. The 2 versions using each method were averaged prior to analysis.
Epoch-by-epoch intra-scorer reliability of sleep scoring was assessed using Cohen's pairwise κ. 20 Event-by-event intrascorer reliability of arousal scoring was also assessed using pairwise κ modified for continuous measurements as described above. Raw agreement was also presented for comparison as described above.
Intra-scorer reliability differences between M 3EEG vs. M 1EEG , were tested for significance using a general linear model. As this analysis was based on the same set of 10 PSGs scored by all 3 scorers using both methods, Scorer and PSG were specified in the model as additional explanatory variables, ensuring that these potential sources of variation were correctly accounted for in the analysis.
Inter-scorer reliability of sleep and arousal summary statistics was assessed by determining the maximal absolute difference between the 3 scorers (i.e., the range) and intra-scorer reliability of sleep and arousal summary statistics was assessed by determining the absolute difference between paired scorings. As it was not possible to assume normality or find appropriate transformations for all absolute difference outcomes, differences between M 3EEG vs. M 1EEG were tested for statistical significance using the Wilcoxon signed ranks test.
The difference in time taken to score PSGs between all scorings of M 3EEG vs. M 1EEG , was tested for significance using a paired-sample t-test.
Data were transformed to satisfy distributional assumptions of normality prior to analysis where appropriate, and results are expressed as mean ± standard error unless otherwise stated. P values < 0.05 were accepted as statistically significant.
RESULTS
Patient Characteristics
Patient characteristics for all 30 patients studied, and for the subset of 10 patients studied in the inter-and intra-scorer reliability comparison, are shown in Table 1 .
PSG Summary Statistics
When scoring with M 3EEG vs. M 1EEG there was a statistically significant reduction in stage N1 sleep and a significant increase in stage N3 sleep (Table 2) . No other statistically significant differences were found for any other sleep or arousal scoring summary statistics. For individual sleep stages, the same pattern of results was observed if they were expressed as total time (minutes) or as a percentage of total sleep time spent in the particular sleep stage.
When examining the distribution of sleep stage specific changes when using M 3EEG vs. M 1EEG (Table 3) , the most noteworthy changes were a net increase in N2 of 9.7 ± 3.0 min at the expense of N1 and net increase in N3 of 10.0 ± 2.7 min at the expense of N2.
Inter-Scorer Reliability
There were no statistically significant differences observed in epoch-by-epoch sleep scoring inter-scorer reliability when scoring with M 3EEG vs. M 1EEG , despite a trend to higher mean values of Fleiss' κ when scoring with M 3EEG for sleep scoring overall, and for specific sleep stages N2, N3, and W (Table 4 ; Figure 1 ). For sleep scoring overall, the equivalent raw per- ers (range), there was no statistically significant differences using M 3EEG vs. M 1EEG for any of the summary statistics examined (Table 5) .
Intra-Scorer Reliability
No statistically significant differences were observed in epoch-by-epoch intrascorer reliability, measured using Cohen's κ, comparing M 3EEG with M 1EEG , for sleep scoring overall, or for sleep stages considered separately; nor was there a significant difference observed for event-by-event arousal scoring reliability (Table 6 ; Figure  2 ). For sleep scoring overall, the equivalent mean percentage agreement was 83% ± 2% and 83% ± 1% using M 3EEG and M 1EEG , respectively. For arousal scoring, the PSA was 0.70 ± 0.03 and 0.72 ± 0.03 using M 3EEG and M 1EEG , respectively.
When examining the intra-scorer reliability of PSG summary statistics using the absolute difference between PSG pairs, there was no statistically significant difference using M 3EEG vs. M 1EEG for any of the summary statistics examined (Table 7) .
Time Taken to Score PSGs
Data on time taken to score PSGs were available for 2 of the 3 scorers. There was no statistically significant difference in time taken to score PSGs when using M 3EEG vs. M 1EEG for PSG scoring (P = 0.306); the mean time to score PSGs using M 3EEG was 1 h 19 m ± 5 m compared to 1 h 15 m ± 6 m using M 1EEG . The mean difference between methods (M 3EEG -M 1EEG ) was 3 minutes (95%CI: −3 m, 11 m).
DISCUSSION
The main findings of this study were that increasing the number of EEG derivations from 1 central derivation to 3 derivations (frontal, central, and occipital), in a cohort of suspected OSA patients, resulted in a small decrease in stage N1 sleep and a small increase in stage N3 sleep. No other significant differences were observed in other sleep or arousal scoring summary statistics; nor were there differences in inter-or intra-scorer scoring reliability.
The decrease in stage N1 sleep with 3 derivations is consistent with observations that K-complexes, which are a key scoring feature for stage N2 sleep, are more prominently observed in frontal regions of the cortex. 3, 9 Thus a portion of epochs scored as stage N1 with a single central derivation are scored as stage N2 with montages that include a frontal derivation. The increase in stage N3 sleep is also consistent with observations that slow waves, a key feature of stage N3 sleep, are also more prominent in frontal regions of the cortex 9, 10 ; thus shifting epochs of stage N2 sleep scored with a single EEG derivation to stage N3 with multiple derivations. The lack of difference in stage N2 sleep using the two methods is then explained by the offsetting effect of these two subtle changes.
centage agreement was 77% ± 3% and 76% ± 3% using M 3EEG and M 1EEG , respectively. Likewise, there was no statistically significant difference in inter-scorer reliability for arousal scoring between the 2 methods (Table 4; Figure 1 ). For arousal scoring raw agreement, identical PSA of 0.58 ± 0.03 was found when using both M 3EEG and M 1EEG .
When examining the inter-scorer reliability of PSG summary statistics using the maximal absolute difference between scor- comparing multiple to single EEG derivations. In summary, no significant differences were found in inter-or intra-scorer sleep or arousal scoring reliability when using 3 compared to 1 EEG derivations for PSG analysis. These findings are in contrast to the study of Danker-Hopfe et al. 24 which compared inter-scorer sleep scoring reliability of the 2007 AASM criteria, 1 using multiple referential EEG derivations, to R&K criteria using only a central EEG derivation. That study found a small but significant (P = 0.02) increase in pairwise inter-scorer reliability measured using Cohen's κ when scoring according to the AASM standard (mean ± SD: 0.75 ± 0.11) compared to R&K (0.72 ± 0.10); a finding mainly related to an increase in inter-scorer reliability for scoring of stage R, wake, and N1. 24 In the present study, although similarly small improvements were observed for multi-scorer inter-scorer sleep scoring reliability, measured Moser et al. 21 recently compared sleep classification according to the newer AASM standard, 1 utilizing multiple EEG derivations, compared to R&K criteria, 2 utilizing only a central EEG derivation. Although both the present study and that of Moser et al. 21 found an increase in stage N3 sleep when scoring with multiple EEG derivations, there were some notable differences in the design and the results between that study and the present study. That study found an increase in stage N1 when scoring with multiple EEG derivations 21 using the new AASM standard rather than a decrease as found in the present study; and that study also found a decrease in stage N2 and an increase in WASO, 21 whereas the present study found no differences. Moser et al., 21 however, did not distinguish differences related to rule changes from those related to EEG derivation differences. Indeed, the increase in N1 was thought to be explained by the scoring rule 1 which states a period of stage N2 is terminated by a cortical arousal. 21 The decrease in stage N2 was thought to be due to a combination of this same rule and the increase in slow wave detection with frontal leads 21 ; the increase in WASO was suggested to be due to rule changes 1 relating to sleep onset and the scoring of movement time. 21 Scoring rules were not a factor in the present study as all PSGs were scored according to the 2007 AASM manual. 1 Another point of difference worth noting is that the majority of PSGs examined in the study of Moser et al. 21 were not from a clinical population and none were from patients suspected of OSA, whereas all the PSGs analyzed in the present study were from a clinical population being investigated for OSA.
In the present study we chose to score arousals from all three EEG derivations rather than two derivations (central and occipital) as recommended in the AASM manual, 1 mainly based on previous reports of an increase in respiratory-related arousals with the addition of frontal leads. 15 The evidence review paper underpinning the AASM manual 14 suggested one might expect the number of arousals scored to be greater with an increase in EEG derivations. Interestingly we found no significant difference in arousal index or arousal count when using 3 compared to 1 EEG derivation. Although not statistically different, the present study shows a trend to a reduction in the number of arousals scored when using multiple compared to a single EEG derivation. One might conceive that the added complexity of scoring from multiple channels may lead to arousals being overlooked on one channel when attention is focused on others; alternatively additional channels may have been used to discount a possible arousal in one channel rather than all EEGs being treated independently. However, arousal scoring findings should be considered with the knowledge that arousal scoring reliability, in this and other studies, 22 is generally lower compared to other PSG measures, thus reducing the chances of finding statistically significant differences between methods. 23 The present study is the first to describe intra-scorer in addition to inter-scorer reliability for sleep and arousal scoring, when study may be related to rule differences between AASM and R&K criteria rather than differences in EEG derivations; (3) The Danker-Hopfe study 24 examined a similar data set to that of Moser 21 discussed previously; thus, in contrast to the present study, the majority of the PSGs were not from a clinical population; (4) As discussed by the authors the AASM sleep scoring reliability may be inflated in the Danker-Hopfe study 24 by a smaller number of experts used to score the AASM PSGs compared to the R&K PSGs, and the fact that the AASM scoring was conducted after a training symposium but the R&K scoring was not; (5) There may be an order effect in the Danker-Hopfe study, 24 with all the AASM PSG scoring occurring approximately 6 years later than the R&K PSG scoring; in the present study PSGs were scored in random order.
A benefit in arousal scoring reliability might be expected due to the localization of the alpha rhythm over the occipital cortex. 11 In the present study, there was no indication of an improvement in reliability when using multiple EEGs compared to a single EEG; in fact there was a trend observed for a reduction in intra-scorer reliability when using multiple EEG derivations. As discussed earlier, the added complexity of scoring from multiple channels may negate any advantage of scoring PSG with occipital EEG derivations.
A novel aspect of this study is the methodology utilized to examine arousal scoring reliability, where we used κ to examine event-by-event reliability in a continuous time series. It is based on a method mentioned but not utilized by Ayappa et al. 25 in examining scoring reliability of respiratory-effort related arousals and originally described by Conger. 19 Traditionally, studies have not examined event-by-event arousal scoring reliability in a continuous time series but have examined reliability of arousal indices 22, [26] [27] [28] or have examined event-by-event reliability on pre-selected sections of record. 29, 30 Although the κ statistic for arousal scoring has the theoretical advantage over raw agreement of incorporating chance agreement in the assessment of reliability, 18, 20 another difference between κ and the raw agreement index (PSA) presented in the present study for arousal scoring must be noted. In contrast to κ, PSA calculated in the present study is independent of scored event length or the degree of overlap between events; events scored by different scorers or methods are considered to agree if they overlap at any time. This is likely to inflate any differences observed between kappa and raw agreement, and it is for this reason that scorers were specifically instructed to mark event length accurately in the present study.
We were unable to ascertain from the present study whether using the AASM manual's alternative EEG placement, which includes bipolar derivations, would produce different results. This is plausible, given that sleep spindles, for example, have shown differences in their topographic distribution between referential and bipolar recordings. 10 However, a study by van with Fleiss' κ, using 3 EEG derivations compared to 1 EEG, these differences were not statistically significant. Additionally, no statistically significant differences were found when considering sleep stages separately. There are a number of possible explanations for the differences in findings between the present study and that of Danker-Hopfe et al. 24 : (1) The present study examined inter-scorer reliability on a relatively small number of PSGs and may be under-powered to find differences. Despite this it appears safe to say that any differences between methods are not large and/ or consistent; (2) The differences found in the Danker-Hopfe 
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CONCLUSION
The main findings of this study were that using three EEG derivations during PSG, as recommended in the AASM Manual for the Scoring of Sleep and Associated Events, 1 instead of a single central EEG derivation, resulted in a small decrease in N1 sleep and small increase in N3 sleep, in a cohort of patients being investigated for OSA. No other significant differences were observed for any other sleep or arousal scoring summary statistics; nor were any differences observed Sweden et al. 12 suggests the results may be similar. That study evaluated a twochannel bipolar montage compared to a single central R&K montage and found a tendency to score more deep sleep with the bipolar montage, and little difference in sleep scoring inter-rater reliability. Nevertheless, studies similar to ours directly comparing the AASM recommended and alternative recordings are warranted so that future standards can be evidence based, and able to furnish a single recommendation for electrode placement in PSG. Replication of the present study in normal and other clinical populations would also be beneficial to increase the evidence base on which future recommendations for electrode number and placements are made. Additionally, studies larger than ours are required to examine whether factors such as gender, age, or OSA severity may influence the impact of EEG derivations on PSG summary statistics and scoring reliability. For example, aging may impact the findings due to the different distribution of sleep stages observed in elderly compared to younger populations. 31 However the studies of Moser 21 21, 24 A limitation that must be recognized in the present study is that scorers could not be blinded to scoring method and therefore could be subject to bias. We tried to limit this by using multiple scorers from different sleep centers, thus there was no discussion of expectations between scorers. Furthermore, the observation that there was no difference in time taken to score using either method, suggested that scorers were not being more diligent using one method over the other. Using scorers from different sleep centers also had the advantage of increasing the generalizability of the present study to clinical practice.
The fact that using additional EEG derivations in PSG scoring results in only small changes in sleep scoring summary statistics, and no improvement in scoring reliability, brings into question the need to use multiple EEG derivations for PSG in inter-scorer and intra-scorer reliability for scoring sleep or cortical arousals. This information is valuable for those changing practice to comply with the AASM recommendations, for those using portable devices that are unable to comply with the recommendations due to limited channel options, and for development of future standards for PSG scoring and recording. Given that the use of multiple EEG derivations resulted in small changes in the distribution of derived sleep stages, and no significant difference in scoring reliability, this study implies there is no significant advantage in using multiple over single EEG derivations for scoring sleep and arousals in suspected OSA patients undergoing clinical polysomnography. 
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